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Abstract
Reciprocal Personal/Public Protection (RPPP) featured with source control is
introduced, Mask Discriminating Mouth and Nose (MDMN) is employed to
serve the purpose, which includes polymer based mouth cover with optional
nose cover. The new knowledge that mouth is a primary, active and dominant
source of the virus has been well established, which is the base of MDMN.
Source classification and related source control tools are discussed, mouth cover
is recommended as the tool prioritized to use. Liquid droplets is identified as a
hard issue related to mask, liquid droplets, mask fitting, comfort and facial
recognition constitute real challenges of mask in addition to efficiency, All of
these have been addressed with MDMN. Comparisons between MDMN and
masks/face covering are taken on four aspects: efficiency and efficacy, tolerance
and comfort, cost and waste, and civil rights and public interest. Mouth cover is
recommended to replace the face covering and act as both a personal tool and a
public utensil, mouth cover with nose cover can provide better protection than
N95 etc. RPPP with MDMN, could be an alternative for lockdown, a parallel
strategy to vaccine, and a collectively living way during the pandemic era.
MDMN, featured with high efficiency protection, high degree comfort, easy
wearing, tight-fitting, easy facial recognition & communication, reusability,
cost-effective, environment friendly and scale manufacturing more readily and
widely etc., is a simple and sustainable solution, which is essential for ordinary
people to keep wearing it properly for protection.

Keywords：reciprocal personal/public protection，mask discriminating mouth
and nose，mouth cover, mask, face covering, source control, source
classification, Covid-19, active source, , liquid droplets
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1. Introduction
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic tests us in almost every aspect, particularly
the relationship between people. According to CDC [1], the coronavirus
primarily spreads from person to person and not easily from a contaminated
surface，the virus spreads easily and sustainably between people, the virus
travels through the droplets a person produces when talking, coughing, etc., an
individual does not need to feel sick or show symptoms to spread it.
The dominant route for the spread of COVID-19 between people is from person
to person via air, namely “person – air – person”, called airborne transmission
[2, 3].
As early as 1987, As a result of the investigations conducted during the past five
decades, in the review on spread of viral infections by aerosols, air was
recognized as an important means for virus’s transmission. Depending on
environmental conditions, many of these viruses can survive in an airborne state
anywhere from several hours to several days. This can result in the aerial
dissemination of such infectious agents over distances of several kilometres [4].
Airborne transmission through droplets and aerosols enables virus to spread
efficiently among humans, causing outbreaks that are difficult to control.
The virus such as influenza was found to have greater infectivity when
introduced by the airborne route rather than by instillation in the nose [5].
Compared to other means of virus inoculation, aerosol challenge may require
smaller numbers of virus infective units to infect a susceptible host [4].
As a low tech intervention of the transmission, Masks or face coverings have
become a ubiquitous symbol of the coronavirus pandemic. But as symbolism
and controversy were sewn into masks, scientists are trying to provide answers
about how effectively those masks prevent transmission of the coronavirus, and
what role they should play in efforts to limit the pathogen’s spread. Objectively,
no matter how divided we are on wearing mask, we can find some common
ground: nobody likes wearing a mask as it is alien to people. It becomes clear
that scientists need to develop masks that are not only effective, but also fit well
and feel good. Scientists with Empathy should have kind of power to enable a
connection between people rather than alienating them further.
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There may be a variety of downsides arising from mask production, mask use
and aftermath, including: discomfort, sense of difficulty breathing,
communication problems, economic cost and PPE waste etc.
When the barriers are understood, they become addressable with new
approaches instead of using the current masks with their intrinsic issues.
2. New Approach
The new approach called reciprocity personal/public protection (RPPP) with
mask discriminating mouth and nose (MDMN).
2.1 Reciprocity personal/public protection (RPPP)
Reciprocity personal/public protection (RPPP) concept is illustrated as
following:
Given a group of people, assumed three scenarios:
A: all without mask except one
B: all with a mask
C: all with mask except one
The situation A is typical personal protection (PP); the situation B is the so
called Reciprocity personal/public protection(RPPP), it means every wearer
emit less pathogens to protect others and benefit each other; for situation C, the
wearer protect each other and also protect the one without mask, but the
Reciprocity personal/public protection get a hole as the one person without
mask does protect others, more person in a group without mask, more holes for
the Reciprocity personal/public protection(RPPP), and more like personal
protection(PP).
2.2 Evidence for Source
It takes granted that mouth and nose together are recognized as the source of
virus-laden droplets, even few literatures mention mouth and nose as sources,
let alone discern them as the different sources, it seemed that it is not
necessarily to take the effort to identify them when mask, face covering and
respirator etc. all treat them as a whole.
The only literature[6] with this identification dated back to 1945, the author
revealed the numbers and the sites of origin, of the droplets expelled during
expiratory, and find that nearly all of these small droplets originated from the
front of mouth, only relatively few, if any, originated from the nose, or from the
throat.
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There are still many other literatures with data and information which could be
acquired for this identification purpose.
From the published data of the most recent study by S. Asadi et al. [7] and much
previous research by L. Morawska et al. [8], it is easily to draw a conclusion
that the mouth contribute almost all pathogens expelled from the human
respiratory tract during expiratory activities, while nose contribution is trivial.
Moreover, the mouth is a much more active source than nose as mouth ejects
the pathogen-laden particles into the air at much higher rate.
Many other research findings [9-13], also support the above conclusion.
Asadi et al. [7], focus on speech and breathing as showing in Fig 1, the direct
comparison of particles emitted during various types of breathing versus speech
demonstrates that even quiet speech yields significantly more particles than
normal breathing, more particles escape the respiratory tract if the vocalization
is louder.

Figure 1. Comparison of (A) emission rate/concentration and (B) corresponding
geometric mean diameters of particles emitted during various modes of
breathing versus speech at different loudness levels. “Nose” denotes normal
nasal breathing; “Mouth” denotes normal mouth breathing;
Further, Normal mouth breathing produce much more airborne droplets than
nose breathing, this phenomenon was also observed repeatedly in earlier
researches [9，10].
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Asadi et al. (7) established that certain individuals are “speech superemitters”
who emit an order of magnitude more aerosol particles than average.
Asadi et al. (7) further established that simply talking in a loud voice would
increase the rate at which an infected individual releases pathogen-laden
particles into the air, which in turn would increase the probability of
transmission to susceptible individuals nearby.
A group of researchers from Heriot-Watt University and the University of
Edinburgh in the U.K. [11] develop a mathematical model of someone
breathing that provides a general framework to understand the droplet
dispersion. The simulations relevant to human respiration show even quiet
breathing and heavy breathing make difference, the maximum distance and time
travelled by droplets for quiet breathing is much shorter and longer than those
for heavy breathing and the as shown in Figure 2, the difference between
talking and breathing, or nose breathing should be more striking.

Figure 2. (a) The maximum distance (L′) traveled for droplets of various
diameters (d′) with quiet and heavy breathing. [(b) and (c)] The total duration of
travel τ′ corresponding to the value of L′ for quiet breathing (b) and heavy
breathing (c).
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It means that mouth is an active source, while surface is a passive source not
easily for pathogen spread [12], and the nose is less active or between active
and passive.
L. Morawska [8] conducted the most comprehensive investigation on the
droplets produced during different respiratory activities including breathing,
vocalization and coughing etc. the nose breathing produced the least droplets,
the nose(in)/mouth(out) breathing next to the least, and vocalization the most.
Yan, J. et al. [13] & Fabian P. et al. [14] test the virus in nose in the air samples
and provide direct evidence about nose contribution to the virus.
Yan, J. et al. claimed that nasal shedding was not a significant predictor of
aerosol shedding [13].
No human rhinovirus (found in the nose) was detected in exhaled breath
samples by Fabian P. et al. [14]
The work of Yan, J. et al. [13].& Fabian P. et al. [14] implied that the aerosol
from nose may contain less or no virus as the quiet nose breathing may have
less force to cause the virus shedding.
In summary, literature [7-10] offer evidence of mouth as majority contributor of
particles numbers, literature [7] with [11] shows that mouth not only has
particles quantity dominance, also the particles itself with high momentum
travelled long distance, which means favourable quality for transmission.
Literatures [13, 14] hint an important implication that the nose may generate
aerosol with less virus, which also means mouth particles has favourable quality
for transmission.
2.3 Mask discriminating mouth and nose (MDMN)
Mouth is the dominant source for pathogens and it is also not necessarily
required for normal breathing, it means that the mouth can be “sealed” to
control almost all the particles generated but with little breathing block effect.
On the other hand, the nose could be with normal filter or even no covering to
meet the breathing requirement.
The mouth cover could be a solid cover with a small open equipped with
polymer membrane [15] which collect over 99.9% of the particles, and could be
reusable, the cover is preferably made by flexible polymer materials such as
silicone [16], which could be tightly fitting to prevent face-seal leakage.
The liquid droplets is another factor to justify the mask with separate mouth
cover and nose cover, intuitively, there is a concern that the hot moisture
6
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expelled from mouth and absorbed by mask, get the mask saturated and clogged
which provide a favourable condition [17] for proliferation of pathogen and
yielding of bad odour etc., and the masks may act as fomites. The likelihood of
the survival of the virus increases roughly by five times under a humid
condition as compared to a dry condition [18].
The most recent test work [19] by Emma P. Fischer etc. provide new findings
related to liquid droplets, as shown in Figure 3, the droplets counts increase lead
to the droplet transmission fraction of fleece mask over 100%, namely 110%,
relative to none. It was also noticed that speaking through some other masks
seemed show similar trend with of fleece mask: the apparent increase in droplet
count against no mask in that case. This abnormal result was attributed to the
breakup of large droplets into several smaller ones when passing through the
material [19]. The more plausible explaining is that the liquid droplets emitted
from mouth captured by the mask’s hydrophilic material, the mask get wetted
and clogged gradually, the joint effect of liquid evaporation [10, 20] and air
force leads to the release of the small particles from the mask.
The research on surface wettability [20] shows that the surface wetting
properties can reduce the drying time of droplets, which provides a better
understanding of the trend of droplets increase: the more hydrophilic surface,
the shorter drying time, the more small particles released from mask and the
more droplet counts. The fleece mask with the most hydrophilic surface shows
the largest droplet increase, bandana and knitted also show obvious increase for
their wettability.
In fact, all filters including the HEPA filter with much higher efficiency than
N95, share the same effect of droplets increase due to the liquid droplet,
although for high efficiency filter, there is less increase due to the better
interception of the droplets emitted from the mask surface. Wilkes etc. [22]
observed the same effect in the breathing system’s HEPA filters used during
anaesthesia, They hypothesise that the viruses, released from the droplet after
contact with moisture accumulated on the filter, can be driven onwards by the
flow of gas.
Interestingly, the two publications [19, 20] simultaneously published, both want
to offer recommendation for better masks design, unfortunately, they are
contradicting each other. One [19] suggested that materials should be
hydrophilic to reduces the drying time and the chances of the infection of virus
as likelihood of the survival of the virus decreases greatly under a dry condition
compared to a humid condition; while another [20] would suggest that materials
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should be less hydrophilic to avoid released particles from mask due to the
evaporation drying process.

Figure 3. Droplet transmission through face masks. Relative droplet
transmission through the corresponding mask.
Liquid is a hard problem for filter and mask, there are also other issues related
to liquid. Wilkes etc. [21] conditioned the mask with high humidity air, the
conditioned masks shows higher pressure drop and lower efficiency.
There are more new evidence related to liquid droplets effect on mask
efficiency such as the most recent work of T. Dbouk and D. Drikakis [22]. They
found that after only ten mild cough cycles which produced some liquid
droplets or bulk liquid, efficiency can drop ∼8%. They expected more
significant efficiency reduction for severe coughing events, as well as when
wearing a mask for a longer period.
The liquid problem would become graver for face covering for Public than
traditional mask donned by professional, which is high efficiency, one time and
limited duration use and fixed location use, it is supposed to address this liquid
problem, if any, by replacing the mask regularly. Thanks to face covering which
is always multiple time used, the occasional virus-shedding wearer of it would
become an all-time super spreader as the face covering keep yielding and
emitting the aerosols into ambient via the air flow during exhale, the face
covering acts as a device cultivating the virus which enter into the ambient via
more contagious aerosols rather than large droplets.
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For face covering, there are potential problems such as clog related pressure and
efficiency problems, damp related virus proliferation, and evaporation related
aerosol generation.
Rather than arguing the wettability of the materials, the MDMN provide a novel
comprehensive approaches to attack this liquid problem. The airborne liquid
droplet or liquid only contact with solid polymer and small size polymer
membrane, both are liquid proof and could be washed and wiped regularly for
reuse. Obviously, there is no clog problem, and virus proliferation could be
avoided with cleaning.
Aerosol regeneration is a process of heat and mass transfer which is related to
five factors, liquid volume, air flow rate, effective contact surface between air
and liquid, relative humidity, and filtration efficiency.
Firstly, liquid volume decrease greatly as liquid contact mainly with the solid
polymer, much less with membrane, while all liquid contact with face covering
and mask; second, there is little or no air flow rate as most of breathing air is
via nose, third, without nose flow dilution, the relative humid is high, fourth, not
only just utilize hydrophobic surface to minimize the liquid/air contact surface,
also the membrane itself has much less surface area than mask and face
covering as shown in Figure 4, fifth, the membrane efficiency could be as high
as over 99.9%, which means, it could capture part of the aerosol if any.
In a word, MDMN could effectively attack the problem of liquid, including the
airborne droplets, and also the bulk liquid such as secretion which was regarded
as another route for contamination and block of the filter [23].
Figure 4 show the concept of MDMN, A is just mouth cover without nose
cover, and B with nose cover, mouth cover made by solid polymer material
such as silicone, with hydrophobic polymer membrane such as PTFE
membrane.
Moreover, it can be highly transparent which provides natural, empathetic
communication, eliminates barriers caused by traditional masks which often
have to be removed for communication.
It is also very resistant to oxidizing agents for all sterilization modes, and is
chemically inert, and with excellent mechanical properties, can be reused
indefinitely and is easily cleaned with soap and water, or common household
disinfectants.
The polymer materials such as silicone is easy processing, the mouth cover can
be quickly and affordably produced and distributed.
9
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While mouth cover control the pathogen source, the nose cover is not
necessarily required or just with normal cloth, if for "extra insurance," high
efficiency filter could be covered on nose, especially for high risk area such as
medical agency. The nose cover could be a dedicated one, or attached to the
mouth cover to form one device.
Mask discriminating mouth and nose (MDMN) is more meaningful when
reciprocity personal/public protection (RPPP) is adopted, its advantages would
become clearer comparing with the normal mask and face covering.

Figure 4. The concept of MDMN, A is just mouth cover without nose cover,
and B with nose cover.
3. Comparison and Advantages
The comparison falls into four aspects: efficiency and efficacy, tolerance and
comfort, cost and waste, and civil rights and public interest.
3.1 Efficiency and Efficacy
The discussion is simply based on a group with 2 person A and B, rather than
multiple person for brevity. One of them is in infection but it is not identified,
so reciprocity protection is required, either wear MDMN or wear masks, before
comparison, some parameters need to be defined.
10
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3.1.1 Parameters
Protection Factor (PF) was been used for assessment of the personal protection
equipment [24].
The Inward Protection Factor (IPF) is calculated by dividing the particle
concentrations outside the MDMN or mask (cout) by those inside the MDMN or
mask (cin):
IPF= cout/ cin
The IPF is related to filtration efficiency (ζ) and face-seal leakage factor (Φ），
PF=1/(1- ζ Φ)
For reciprocity personal/public protection (RPP), two more parameters need to
be defined, the first is onward protection factor OPF, and it is related to protect
others not the wearer, it calculated by dividing the particle numbers generated
by wearer (NG) by those emitted into the air (NE):
OPF= NG/ NE
The PF is related to filtration efficiency (ζ) and face-seal leakage factor (Φ),
OPF=1/ (1- ζ Φ)
Another is reciprocity protection factor RPF, it is related reciprocity protection,
an integration of both IPF and OPF, as stated above, the particles transmission
is not only related to the particles numbers, also related to the particles itself
quality, the momentum and virus content. For momentum, it is related to the
particles effect, represented by a dispersion factor D, for virus content, the
professional expressed below, namely, the titer of aerosolized viable virus is
expressed in 50% tissue-culture infectious dose (TCID50) per liter of air [25].
Here, the factors of the effect of virus Represented by V
RPF = (OPF×IPF) (DV)
3.1.2 Comparison
we assumed 13 scenarios as showing in table 1, N95, SM, MDMN1, FC1,FC2,
MDMN2, FCL, N95L, SML, MDMN3,MDMN4, MDMN5,FCLA, it is
assumed that mouth generated 95% of particles, nose 5% (in fact, real number is
less than 5%). For tight fitting, for membrane with efficiency 99%, N95 with
efficiency 95%, surgical mask SM with efficiency 80%, face covering FC with
efficiency, less than 60% for onward filtration, less than 30% inward filtration;
for loose fitting,N95L with efficiency 38%, surgical mask SM with efficiency
11
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34%, face covering with efficiency FC, 24% for onward filtration, 12% inward
filtration
There are many researches [26-34] related to the efficiency face covering, but
the data is much widely distributed, varying from 3% [27] to 90% [32] in
filtration efficiency. Given there is no quality control and specification for the
face covering, the most optimistic estimation of efficiency for face mask for
onward filtration should be less than 60%, Face coverings are not classified as
PPE (personal protective equipment), but are instead largely intended to protect
others, not the wearer, in fact, there is a less large droplets for inward air
filtration considering the fact that the onward filtration remove large droplets
and the large droplets can evaporate and turn into aerosolized particles that are 3
to 5- fold smaller [10]. The inward filtration efficiency for aerosol should be
much lower than onward filtration, here we randomly assign it less than 30%
efficiency.
The above efficiency is based on tight-fitting scenario, in the case of a loose
fitting scenario, gaps (as caused by an improper fit of the mask) can result in
over a 60% decrease in the filtration efficiency [26].
Facemasks and face coverings reduce particles exposure by a combination of
the filtering action of the filter and the seal between the mask and the face. The
filtration efficiency of masks for specific particles depends on a variety of
factors which is dynamic rather than constant during the process: the structure
and composition of the filter, gas velocity, shape and tightness of fit, Although
any material may provide a physical barrier to an infection, if it does not fit well
around the nose and mouth, or the material freely allows infectious particles to
pass through it, then it will be of no benefit for any good mask or face covering.
The breathing comfort level of the masks will lead to the variation of the above
factor, when the mask is not capable of accommodating the breathing demand
of the wearer, then the device will impose an extra breathing load on the wearer
[35], which means the gas velocity will increase, more leakage occur even
under tight-fitting situation, more liquid droplets produce, all of these lead to
lower efficiency.
For mask and face covering, even tight-fitting, the efficiency varies during the
process, or exactly say, decay with the period of time.
For MDMN, it is of much better fitting for polymer materials and dedicated
mouth cover and nose cover without compromise of the shape of mouth and
nose, second, the breathing comfort level dramatically improved and the
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breathing does not affect the mouth cover if any effect. So the MDMN keeps a
stable high efficiency for the whole process.
Table 1 show tight fitting (N95, SM, and FC1, FC2), loose fitting (N95L, SML,
and FCL) and variant MDMN, also show the liquid droplet effect related face
covering FCLA.
Below just present detailed calculation process for some cases, others omitted.
3.1.2.1 N95, MDMN1, MDMN3
For N95 situation: both A and B wear N95 mask with efficiency 95%.
For MDMN1, both wear MDMN with mouth has membrane with efficiency
99% and nose cover equivalent to N95 with efficiency 95%, it is assumed that
mouth generated 95% of particles, nose 5%, the average efficiency for onwards
is 98.8%, for inward 95% as for inhale mainly via nose.
For MDMN3, both wear MDMN with mouth has membrane with efficiency
99% and nose cover equivalent to surgical mask with efficiency 80%, No face
leakage is assumed.
For N95, both OPF and PF are 20 based on 95% efficiency, reciprocity
protection factor RPFN95 is:
RPFN95 = (20×20) (D V)N95= 400 (D V) N95
For MDMN1, OPF is 83.3, and PF 20, reciprocity protection factor RPFMDMN is:
RPFMDMN = (83.3×20) (D V) MDMN = 1666 (D V) MDMN
RPFMDMN/ RPFN95 = (1666/400) (D V) MDMN/ (D V) N95 = 4.2 (D V) MDMN/ (D V) N95

In fact, (D V) MDMN)/ (D V) N95 always larger than 1, as the particles from nose with
lower momentum and less virus content.
For MDMN3, reciprocity protection factor RPFMDMN3 is 250/ (D V) MDMN3
It means that Mouth covering with nose cover equivalent to surgical mask offer
the same level protection with the N95, Mouth covering with nose equivalent to
N95 better protection against N95.
3.1.2.2 MDMN2, SM, FC1
The reciprocity protection factor for MDMN2 (namely only mouth cover
without nose cover), RPFMDMN2 is: 16.7 (DV) MDMN2.
The reciprocity protection factor for SM (namely surgical mask), RPF SM is:
25(DV) SM.
13
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The reciprocity protection factor for FC1 (namely face covering), RPFFC1 is:
3.5(DV) FC1.
It means that only Mouth cover offer the same level protection with the surgical
mask, even better protection if consider the DV effect, and much better protect
against the face covering.

Table 1： comparison between MDMN and mask/face covering
Type

Description

MDMN
1

Polymer Mouth cover,
N95 equivalent nose cover,
Tight fitting
Mouth and nose with N95
mask, Tight fitting
Mouth &nose with surgical
mask, Tight fitting
Mouth & nose with face
covering, Tight fitting
Mouth &nose with face
covering, Tight fitting
Polymer Mouth cover, tight
fitting ,No nose cover
Mouth and nose with N95
mask, Loose fitting
Mouth and nose with surgical
mask, Loose fitting
Mouth and nose with face
covering, Loose fitting
Polymer Mouth cover,
SM equivalent nose cover,
Tight fitting
Polymer Mouth cover,
FC equivalent nose cover,
Tight fitting
Polymer Mouth covering,
FC equivalent nose covering,
Tight fitting
Mouth and nose with fleece
face covering, Tight fitting

N95
SM
FC1
FC2
MDMN
2
N95L
SML
FCL
MDMN
3
MDMN
4
MDMN
5
FCF

Filtration efficiency (%)
outward
inward
Mouth/nose Mouth/nose

OPF

PF

RPF

99/95

95/95

83.3

20(1)

1666 (DV) MDMN1

95

95

20

20

400 (DV) N95

80

80

5

5

25 (DV) SM

60

30

2.5

1.4

3.5 (DV) FC1

50

15

2

1.3

2.6 (DV) FC2

99/0

99/0

16.7

1(1)

16.7 (DV) MDMN2

38

38

1.6

1.6

2.6 (DV) N95L

32

32

1.5

1.5

2.3 (DV) SML

24

12

1.3

1.1

1.5 (DV) FCL

99/80

99/80

50

5(1)

250 (DV) MDMN3

99/30(2)

99/30

22.7

1.4(1)

31.8 (DV) MDMN4

99/20(2)

99/20

20

1.3(1)

26 (DV) MDMN5

-10

30

0.9

1.4

1.3 (DV) FCF

Note: it is assumed that mouth generated 95% of particles, nose 5%.
(1) The PF for all MDMN is based on nose efficiency
(2) The inward efficiency for nose cover equivalent to FC, take
efficiency20% or 30%, not 50% or 60% as nose only generate small
particles as shown in Figure 1B
14
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3.1.2.3 MDMN2, MDMN4, MDMN5
RPFMDMN2 is: 16.7/(DV) MDMN2, RPFMDMN4 is: 31.8/(DV) MDMN4, RPFMDMN5 is:
26/(DV) MDMN5,
It means that there is not much difference between only Mouth cover, and
mouth cover with nose face equivalent to face covering, lower the inward
efficiency of nose cover, less the difference between with or without nose cover.
3.1.2.4, FC1, FC2, N95L, SML, FCL
The reciprocity protection factor for FC1, FC2, N95L, SML and FCL is:
3.5(DV) FC1, 2.6(DV) FC2, 2.6(DV) N95L, 2.3(DV) SML, 1.5(DV) FCL respectively.
Loose fitting mask (N95 & surgical mask) have much lower value of the
reciprocity protection factor than the tight fitting situations, the N95 loose
fitting just has same level value with the face covering tight fitting, but there is
not much difference between loose fitting and tight fitting for face covering, and
also there is not much difference of the reciprocity protection factor between
masks or face covering with difference efficiency for loose fitting situation.
3.1.2.5 FCF, FC1, FC2
The RPF for FCF, FC1, FC2, is 1.3 (DV) FCF, 3.5 (DV) FC1, 2.6/(DV) FC2,
respectively.
FCF, the fleece face covering has a little lower value of RFP due to the droplet
effect as described above, but the difference between the fleece face coverings
and other face covering is not striking, the worst thing is not the decrease of
RPF value，but the FCF act as all-time fomite to generate virus laden aerosols
even the wearer without virus shedding.
The comparison is based on a group of two person wearing the same devices,
more extensive investigation could be two persons with different devices, and
multiple person with different devices.
3.2 Tolerance and Comfort
Although the protective mechanisms of masks are largely physical and
sometimes chemical, wearing masks come with a host of physiological and
psychological burdens[36],the simple masks can interfere with [37, 38]:
respiration, thermal equilibrium, communication, feelings of well-being,
personal procedures such as eating and sneezing.
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If enough oxygen can be delivered to the tissues during respiration, at least
some anaerobic respiration is required, one of the end products of aerobic
respiration is carbon dioxide, if it did climb much higher, carbon dioxide can
cause disorientation, confusion, and even death [39]
The large skeletal muscles are only about 20 % efficient [40]. Of the energy
supplied to the muscles, approximately 80 % ends up as heat. Heat can be lost
from the body by convection (usually, air movement), radiation or evaporation
via sweating. Nearly half of the body’s heat loss in the cold can come from the
uncovered head. Covering the face with mask helps to insulate against this large
amount of heat loss, Use of masks in hot conditions leads to several difficulties.
Discomfort has been related to facial temperatures inside the masks. Facial skin
temperatures are more important for comfort than skin temperatures in other
parts of the body. Sweat produced inside the masks can accumulate and cause
discomfort, interfere with breathing. Accumulated sweat can cause a mask to
slip on the face and promote leakage [41].
Wearing masks can sometimes make communication more difficult [42-44]
especially for people who have trouble speaking or hearing. Masks muffle
sound, making it more difficult to understand speech and some higherpitched voices [45]. Masks take away our ability to read lips and see facial
expressions, which help us better understand what we’re hearing. Speaking
with a mask can be hard for people with communication problems, like aphasia
or voice problems. Masks can be uncomfortable for people who wear hearing
aids or cochlear implants.
Personal procedures, eating, drinking, scratching one’s face, blowing one’s
nose, are not possible while wearing masks. The inaccessibility of the face may
generate considerable tension in the mind of the wearer, especially if the reason
to access the face is due to some particularly sensitive need [41]
There are two basic principles relevant to mask use [41]: First, Work cannot
usually be performed as long or as hard while wearing a respirator compared to
when respirators are not worn. Second, there is a great deal of wearer
variability. Some wearers can tolerate mask with high inspiratory or expiratory
resistance, while others cannot. Some wearers are much more anxious about
wearing masks than others. Some wearers can tolerate hot, humid conditions
inside masks, whereas others cannot. Because of this variability, each wearer
must be treated as an individual.
The two principles above get more highlighted during COVID-19 pandemic as
mask wearing has transformed from professional and occupational use by
professional workers to everyday use for everyone.
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Training in the use of masks is essential [46], professionals are trained to put
them on correctly and eliminate anxiety [47], but the public is not. When
responding to COVID-19 outbreak, Masks was not well tolerated by public,
especially for westerners who are not accustomed to wearing them for extended
periods. There are much more difficulties with mask for public than
professionals. Problems with mask tolerability have been attributed to overall
discomfort[48-55]; including difficulty breathing [51-55], facial irritation[5355],warmth [51], diminished visual [51], dry eye [56] , lens fogging [57] ; vocal
[43], or auditory acuity [44] ; excessive humidity [48] or heat [48]; headaches
[54,55,58], facial pressure [48]; skin irritation or itchiness [48,59]; excessive
fatigue or exertion [48,50]; malodorousness [48]; anxiety or claustrophobia [5961]; mask contamination [55]; and also factors of culture and ideology or
personal reason, including fear [62,63], stigma [51], shameful, not cool, a sign
of weakness [64], Loneliness [65], lack of empathy [66], replacing smile with
Smize (Smile With Your Eyes) [67], unmanly emasculation [68], loser [69] etc.
For MDMN, comfortability is of paramount importance, Behaviours are
important when advising a population. People are reluctant to don any kind of
uncomfortable device regularly, let alone tolerate it for a long time, or just
pretend to wear it, which is useless or even worse as People can get a false
sense of security from it.
MDMN includes the “near zero penetration” mouth cover for strictly source
control, with options of nose cover including the option of no cover at all
depend on applications, it is meant to guarantee sustainable comfortability, most
importantly of breathing and thermal for most common applications when
minimum face area is covered by only mouth cover without any intervene of
nose breathing. It is expected that wearer overlook the device and behave
without attention and the problems related will automatically disappear.
3.3 Cost and Waste
To prevent virus transmission, the use of PPE, such as medical masks and
gloves, by medical staff and health workers, and later on by ordinary citizens
became essential. The demand for PPE increased significantly worldwide.
The mandatory use of PPE by the public increased significantly. Increased PPE
demand led to increased production. As an example, by the end of February, the
daily production capacity of masks in China more than quintupled to 110
million units, the National Development and Reform Commission said [70].
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According to a study in Environmental Science & Technology [71], the world is
using an estimated 129 billion disposable masks each month during the
pandemic. The energy consumption of masks production to fulfil the forecasted
demand is 4.6 PJ/month [72].
The GHG footprints of N95, surgical masks and cloth covering are suggested as
∼ 5 ×10-2 - 6×10-2 kg CO2eq/single use. The cloth mask is having a GHG
footprint of ∼ 6×10-2 kg CO2eq/pcs [73, 74].
PPE are partially or completely based on polymers such as PE, PA, PP and
PET. The N95 masks are made of plastics such as polypropylene (PP) and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Similarly, surgical masks are made of
nonwoven materials that often incorporate other polymers such as polyethylene
(PE), PP and PET [75], [76]，Such polymers are derived from fossil fuel
resources and present low degradability in open environments. Such masks will
likely degrade into smaller microplastic pieces [73]. They are among the most
commonly found polymers found in terrestrial and marine debris and, in the
micro-size (1 μm − 5 mm, [77]), are known to induce deleterious effects on
several aquatic species [78]. Thus, the disposal of such items in open fields will
endure the “never-ending-story” of plastics in the environment.
In most cases, PPE will likely end up discarded without precautionary measures
in regular municipal solid waste, or worse, littered in the environment. Incorrect
disposal of disposable masks have been found littering in several public places.
For instance, a considerable amount of disposable masks was observed in a
100 m stretch in Soko’s islands beach, Hong Kong, during an environmental
survey carried out by the NGO Oceans Asia [79].
According to a WWF report, “if just 1 % of the masks were disposed of
incorrectly and dispersed in nature, this would result in as many as 10 million
marks per month polluting the environment” [80].
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has clearly outgrown the perceived threat of
plastic pollution, leading to a sudden shift in the hierarchisation of values, i.e.,
where health is considered as a value in spite of environmental care, which
shows a clear decrease in its perceived importance [81].
The mandatory use of masks will contribute with a great share. For instance, in
United Kingdom (66.7 million inhabitants), it is predicted that if every citizen
used one masks per day would generate at least 60000 tonnes of contaminated
plastic waste [82].
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Experts say that face masks are made of multiple layers of different polymers,
making them much harder to recycle [83].
With medical and municipal solid waste generated being considered as
potentially infectious during COVID-19 pandemic, incineration and landfilling
are being prioritised over recycling, which will result in a deterioration on air
quality in a medium- to long-term [73]. Production of GHG, such as CO2 and
CH4, is released in significant amounts during plastic waste decomposition in
landfills, or during the burning of plastics waste [73]. Open burning of plastics
waste can also release other hazardous chemicals such as heavy metals, dioxins,
PCBs, dioxins and furans, which are linked to health risks allied to respiratory
disorders.
The MDMN greatly eliminate the waste and cost from masks and face covering
by reuse, the mouth cover could be used unlimited times, nose cover only used
for very limited area and could be also reused as there is not efficiency drop
issue related liquid drops. The environment impact and economic cost resulting
from MDMN will be minimized and much less than that from the present masks
and face covering.
3.4 Civil Rights & Public Interest
According to #Masks4All, an all-volunteer org, among the most of 198
countries listed, masks are required or recommended [84], for all U.S. States
except South Dakota, masks are required state-wide or part of state [85]. Thanks
to public effort, Masks are mandatory in plenty of countries around the world.
However, skirmishes between mask detractors and store staff have been well
documented over social media [86, 87]. The most recent report from Mirror [88]
say: A craft X Factor star bragged how he made a can of Pringles' last four
hours so he could dodge wearing a face mask on his flight to Tenerife. The
conflict between public interest and individual resistance remained, and also
between the decision maker of public policy.
Georgia Governor Sued Atlanta Mayor to Block Mask Rules and said, “While
we all agree with that wearing a mask is effective, I am confident that
Georgians don’t need a mandate to do the right things, I know that Georgians
can rise to this challenge and they will” [89].
As New York Times opinion wrote [90] “You cannot force public trust; you
have to earn it”. Science could help although “An epidemic is not only technical
and medical — they are not cured only by science or vaccines.” [90]
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Unlike Wearing masks against air pollution on smoggy days only for personal
protection, wearing masks during pandemic is binary, the masks for pandemic
have two sides, “Don’t get it” for personal and “don’t spread it” for public, the
binary feature is the root of the controversy.
MDMN approach try to root out the binary feature and get it rootless. There is a
clear discrimination of functions, the mouth cover is for source control to
protect public, and the nose cover for personal protection is optional of one’s
free will. Considering that the mouth cover offer the greatest comfort of
breathing and thermal comfort, and communication convenience with
transparent cover, Balancing the safety of the general public while
accommodating people with legitimate individual liberties and their need for
comfort is attainable. It would help to end the quandary with compulsory mouth
cover and optional nose cover.
When mouth cover is identified as the public protection device, it is plausible
for public to offer it free for individual, which is meaningful when masks are
yet another thing to remember when walking out the front door. What matters
most is that people are required and also choose to wear a mouth cover when
they are indoors or in close proximity to others—and that choice needs to be
rendered as effortless as possible. And, most of all, the “easily left behand”
masks are a constant reminder of what we so desperately want to forget: that
despite all of our sacrifices, the pandemic hasn’t gone anywhere.
The reusable polymer mouth covers could act as safe public utensil like the
forks and knife offered in restaurants, when their sterilization standard is same
with the cutlery, no concern should be aroused as they are less sensitive than
cutlery.
4. Summary & Conclusion
Jillian J. Jordan et al. [91] investigated which framing, including treatment
emphasizing personal, public, or personal and public benefits of prevention, is
more effective for fostering intentions to engage in prevention behaviours. They
found that the public treatment was more effective than the personal treatment,
and no less effective than the personal+public treatment, although sometimes all
three treatments were similarly effective. Thus the reciprocal personal/public
protection should be prioritized somehow, while masks are haunting and
unforgettable imagines tagged as personal protection equipment, MDMN is
born just to serve the purpose.
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Source control is imperative for intervention of COVID-19 due to the
transmission from people with asymptomatic or mild symptoms. transmission
from people presymptomatic or asymptomatic is a major contributor to the rapid
spread of SARS-CoV-2 around the world [92,93], 80% of infections could be
attributed to spread from undocumented cases. Presumably the undocumented
patients were asymptomatic or had only extremely mild symptoms [94]. New
studies show viral loads of the coronavirus are especially high among children
and youths, who can unknowingly spread it for weeks [95]. The infected
children were shown to have a significantly higher level of virus in their
airways than hospitalized adults in ICUs for COVID-19 treatment, meaning
they are more contagious, regardless of their susceptibility to developing
COVID-19 infection [96].
The new knowledge that mouth is a primary, active and dominant source of the
virus has been well established with the published data and the information
from epidemiological studies documenting the airborne spread of viral
infections from as early as 1940s to most recent. The existing gaps in our
knowledge of this field is then identified. MDMN is just based on these new
knowledge and focused on the mouth source control.
It is worthwhile to classify the source when source control measures are taken,
there are primary, secondary and also third degree source, mouth is the primary
source, air, water, surface and mask etc. can act as secondary sources, and hand
could be act as a third degree source; the source can be active or passive or
between them, mouth is an active source, surface is passive source, while nose
is less active source. Air and water such as flushing water and flowing water are
active source. The source can be host type source which is alive with unlimited
virus, and human and animal are of this type, while others are non-host type
source such as surface, air and water etc. which is not alive source and with
limited virus in quantity and life.
From “source classification” of view, the source control should focus on the
active source, the mouth, the primary and dominant host type source is the most
important source to pay attention to. Air is the active source, ventilation as
effective way to control the air source [97] is the second most important
measure required urgently, toilet or urinal flushing water is also active source
[98,99] required to control. The surface is passive and also secondary source is
less important but was been over treated [100], an obsession with contaminated
surfaces distracts from more effective ways to combat COVID-19 and takes
limited resources away from more important goals. Public are exhausted &
overloaded by all the information from variety routes such as via the internet and
social media which was profoundly vulnerable to misinformation, partisan
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division, ignorance and fraud, to communicate priorities clearly is paramount for
public to focus on what matters and what works.
Funnelling our anxieties into surface related treatment such as empty cleaning
rituals, would not only be a pitiful waste of time and money, also the waste of
energy and natural resources, and moreover, cause more waste detriment to
environment as Surface treatment leads to the excessive use and consumption of
single-use plastics such as gloves, cleaning products and disinfectants.
Hand is a special source related surface, which is active rather passive,
handwashing is a personal hygiene habit to stay healthy, but, it should be placed
after mouth cover etc. in the order of magnitude for preventing coronaviruses
when hand source is identified as a third level source.
Social distancing itself is not a way for source control, it is meaningful
outdoors, and for indoors without proper ventilation, it only means a false sense
of security with potential devastating infection, a bus ride turned into a
coronavirus super spreader event is a smoking gun [101].
Contaminated face covering is a surface type source, but when it is donned by
people, it is just some kind of active source related to people, also some kind of
host source linked to the host, it can be a more dangerous source as explained
above. The culprit is the liquid droplet emitted from the host.
Liquid droplets, mask fitting, comfort and facial recognition constitute real
challenges of mask in addition to efficiency. Polymer mouth cover address these
challenge. For example, for facial recognition used for unlocking the phone
[102] or for security of bank [103] etc., which was thwarted by face masks
[104] , the only mouth cover make facial recognition tech accurate, and a
preferred transparent polymer would make it even easier, and also the
customers’ faces could be printed on the reusable polymer mouth cover [105].
Face covering could be replaced with mouth cover, even the most cautious
person should feel securer if the fact that the face covering offer almost no
protection for wearer is informed.
Mouth cover with nose cover can offer much better protection than professional
masks such as N95 masks, for professional people, which is reported to be lack
of PPE [106] and with much higher infections [107]. A new study published
[108] in Lancet Public Health has found that healthcare workers with adequate
personal protective equipment (PPE) have a three-fold increased risk of a
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positive SARS-CoV-2 test, compared to the general population. Those with
inadequate PPE had a further increase in risk.
MDMN, or MDMN with ventilation could avoid lockdowns, While people talk
about new thinking on Covid-19 lockdowns as an overly blunt and
economically costly tool [109] and a failed experiment [110] , which is
economically costly and create long-term public-health consequences beyond
Covid-19, and serious side effects, and difficult to keep in place for long
enough to stamp out the virus. MDMN approach alternative strategies could be
consider to slow the spread of the epidemic at much less cost. Policy makers
need to pursue MDMN with ventilation etc., these more targeted interventions
rather than another crippling round of lockdowns.
An effective vaccine has been touted as the magic bullet that will allow the
global economy to quickly shift back into gear. All hopes of extinguishing
Covid-19 are riding on a still-hypothetical vaccine. And so a refrain has caught
on: stay home, close schools, wear masks etc., normal life is on the other side,
and we just have to wait—until we have a vaccine. But considering all the
uncertainties that remain ahead for a Covid-19 vaccine [111-116], just waiting
is a mistake, looking at what it is available and acceptable as very long-term
options should be prioritized. MDMN approach is one of the most promising
options to ensure that we are best equipped and prepared to fight the pandemic.
Nine months into the Covid-19 pandemic, we are all exhausted, stressed out, and
looking for the exit, so hopes for a quick fix are high. But scientists claimed that
the pandemic era is coming, we will increasingly provoke new disease
emergences and remain at risk for the foreseeable future, and Covid-19 is
among the most vivid wake-up calls in over a century. Fauci, along with his
colleague Dr. David Morens, wrote in research published [117] in the prestigious
journal CELL. “One can conclude from this recent experience that we have entered
a pandemic era. The causes of this new and dangerous situation are multifaceted,
complex, and deserving of serious examination.” They also pointed out “Science
will surely bring us many life-saving drugs, vaccines, and diagnostics; however,
there is no reason to think that these alone can overcome the threat of ever more
frequent and deadly emergences of infectious diseases. It should force us to
begin to think in earnest and collectively about living in more thoughtful and
creative harmony with nature, even as we plan for nature’s inevitable, and
always unexpected, surprises.” Reciprocal personal/public protection with mask
discriminating the mouth and nose could be one of the way for our collectively
living.
MDMN, featured with high efficiency protection, high degree comfort, easy
wearing, tight-fitting, easy facial recognition & communication, reusability,
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cost-effective, environment friendly and scale manufacturing more readily and
widely etc., is a simple and sustainable solution, the core principle behind
MDMN is “less is more”, while most of the innovations on mask for Covid-19
add something to it resulting more complexity [16,118-128], MDMN try to get
the mask with as less things as possible by focusing on the main function
without any sacrifice, but only with significant improvement such as efficiency
and comfortability, and simplify it to the great extent, which is essential for
ordinary people to keep wearing it properly for protection.
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